Regulatory & Legislative
Work Group
Meeting #1: August 17, 2021

Mission Statement:
Identify new approaches and
tools to address equity issues
for at-risk communities
during the transition to a
clean economy
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Agenda
•

Learning about the 80+ members
of this workgroup

•

Reviewing our charter; interactions
with other workgroups

•

Previewing upcoming research

•

Prioritizing new research

•

Looking forward

Purpose of this kickoff call
To clarify the charter of this
work group, discuss how we
will work together, and gather
input to prioritize research
and other activities
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Learning about the 80+ members
of this workgroup
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Your Facilitator:
Irene Dimitry
❑

Former VP of Renewables for DTE Energy

❑

Retired last year after 26 years with the company

❑

Led the launch and growth of DTE’s renewable business
and energy efficiency programs for over 12 years

❑

Also responsible for long term generation planning

❑

Currently an independent consultant on energy issues

❑

Serving on the Steering Committee for the Equity in a Clean
Energy Economy collaborative
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Poll #1
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Poll # 2
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Poll # 3
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Reviewing our charter;
Interacting with the other work groups
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Draft Charter for this work group
Purpose: To help stakeholders understand the complex balancing act faced by state regulators and utilities as they
address the impact of tariffs, programs, and investments on low income, disadvantaged, and at-risk customers
∙ Managing cost pressures due to new investments
∙ Guarding against unintended cost-shifting
∙ Recovery of the current cost of service to maintain safety and reliability
∙ Integrating unproven technologies into the existing grid
∙ Aligning existing regulatory practices with clean energy imperatives
Expected Tasks
∙ Track regulatory developments and legislation focused on clean energy and at-risk customers in order to provide
insights
∙ Examine the challenges between the alignment of traditional regulatory rules and statues with new mandates
∙ Identify the pros and cons of alternative approaches to tariff reform, new programs and services, and new
investments
Possible Deliverables
∙ Webinar on key findings, insights, recommendations from this work group
∙ Work papers from work group discussions
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Relationships Among the Working Groups

How will Track 5
Interact with Other
Work Groups?

1: Framework
Development

2: Meta-Analysis
& Clearinghouse

3: Case Studies
& Best Practices

4: Voice of the
Customer

6: New Utility
Program Design

Seeking different
perspectives on
frameworks, metrics, &
definitions

Send articles,
links, resources,
etc. for review
and possible
publication on the
ECEE microsite

Looking for
consistently
successful
approaches

Send issues
relating to
customer
engagement

Provide input for
new program
designs;
innovations
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Providing input and sharing resources with other
groups and the broader ECEE collaborative
•

The facilitators for work group #3 "Case Studies & Best Practices" and work group #6 "New Utility
Program Designs" have proposed sending out a survey
o

Ideas for these two groups would be submitted via an electronic survey. A link would be shared
with members of all work groups

o

Case studies = past/current; new programs = future

o

Submissions would be reviewed by members of work group 3 and/or 6

o

If something ought to be brought to the attention of another work group, they would forward it

•

It is our hope that we get a dozen or more good submissions for each. A really good case study or
program design concept may result in a webinar and a write up on the ECEE microsite.

•

ECEE’s microsite has a catalog of additional resources, links, articles, etc. See HOME | ECEE
Collaborative. A template for submitting resources for review and possible publication on the ECEE
microsite will be emailed to everyone after this meeting.
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Preview of upcoming research
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Equity & the Clean Energy Transformation:
California Case Study
Cindy O’Dwyer, VP at DEFG
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Equity Goal 🡪 Benefits to be Realized by All Californians
Climate change can exacerbate existing inequities while
also being an opportunity to level the playing field
through intentional interventions
The Clean Energy and Pollution Reduction Act of 2015 (SB
350) set ambitious goals for developing renewable energy
and advancing energy efficiency to contribute to
significant reductions of greenhouse gases by 2030

A Look at Process & Substance

•

Examine the DACAG Charter, and the Equity
and Equity Framework

•

Priority Issues 2019 - 2020
1. San Joaquin Valley Affordable Energy Proceeding
2. Energy Storage
3, EPIC
4. Transportation Electrification
5. Biomethane
6. Building Electrification
7. Assembly Bill 617 (decrease pollution)
8. Senate Bill 100 (renewable, carbon-free retail market by 2045)
9. Public Safety Power Shut Offs
Priority Issues added in 2021
10. Solar Access
11. Telecom / Broadband / Digital Divide
12. Covid-19
13. Environmental & Social Justice Action Plan
14. Community Engagement

Equity Component:
SB 350 called for a STUDY to identify existing barriers that limit
access to clean energy and clean transportation for
low-income households and disadvantaged communities, as
well as the creation of the Disadvantaged Communities
Advisory Group / DACAG
Formed in 2018, the DACAG advises the CEC and CPUC re:
policies and programs related to SB 350, the goal being to
reach and benefit disadvantaged communities (i.e., EE, renewable

•

Indicators

energy, transportation electrification, distributed generation and clean energy)
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Discussion Framework for Subsidies and
Clean Energy Equity
Mark Stone, PhD
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Inequities in EV and PV subsidies for at-risk
communities are prompting a rethink
•

Starting point is that at-risk customers operate at a disadvantage:
o Fragile finances, limited car and housing ownership, less of a say in policy, lack of technology,
low tax liabilities

•

Problems:
o Distributional and procedural inequities of EV and PV subsidies
o Benefits of (especially regulatory) subsidies easy to underestimate
o At-risk PV and EV customers can cross-subsidize high-income customers

•

But big potential payoff of redesigning subsidies (e.g., Biden bill)!

•

Examples of innovative policies:
o Community involvement to build trust, e.g., CA
o Change design of financial support, e.g., CA, CO, DC, MA
o Adjustments to net meter pricing, e.g., CT

•

Framework to focus on how redesigned policies can alter attainment of stakeholder goals
17
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Prioritizing new research
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Synopsis of survey responses
•

In the ECEE survey where you indicated interest in this work group, you had the
opportunity to provide comments on research or topics that could be
addressed by this team

•

Over 60 people took advantage of that opportunity, with some providing
multiple comments. These comments were emailed to this group for review
prior to this meeting

•

Several themes emerged within the responses and will be presented over the
new few pages

•

Poll questions will follow asking you to vote on the top two issues for this
workgroup to address, and to provide feedback on what open questions you
have on those topics
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Theme #1: How must regulations, legislation, and
policies change to ensure equity?
Re-evaluate the policies derived
from existing law. Innovate.

What change is possible? Who
are the influencers, and when are
they most effective?

The regulatory adjudicatory
process works well, but it is not
the appropriate forum for
implementing creative change
quickly. How can we organize
diverse voices to act swiftly and
adeptly in navigating societal
changes?

How does the regulatory
paradigm need to change to
address the costs, challenges
and opportunities of a clean
energy transition. How
can/should policymakers shape
equitable considerations?

Look beyond energy policy to
housing, infrastructure
development, and consider
regulatory framework based on
equity

What is the
definition of
equity?

Public-private
partnerships

Equitable access through regulatory
policies.

Options to create a single application
process related to initiatives for
income-qualified/environmental justice
customers -- how to consolidate
programs, align targets and budgets,
promote streamlined application
requirements, move customers from
assistance to efficiency, etc.
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Theme #2: How can / should regulators consider
equity when assessing if a program or policy is
reasonable, prudent, and in the public interest?
How do stakeholders define and
view the regulatory compact?

Review unintended implications of
cost-effectiveness; review what
baseline comparisons are used to
determine energy
savings/costs/benefits to see if there
are additional opportunities for
marginalized communities not
normally accounted for in the
baseline studies

How can regulatory bodies act on
polices without necessarily direct
support from the legislature and/or
governor?

The regulatory adjudicatory process
works well, but it is not the appropriate
forum for implementing creative change
quickly. How can we organize diverse
voices to act swiftly and adeptly in
navigating societal changes?

Equitable and scalable policy design

A discussion between commissioners
on the leading edge with those who
aren't there yet

Defined policy components that are
equitable to both consumer and provider
yet flexible for change in future years
and with changing technology and
demographics
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Theme #2: How can / should regulators consider
equity when assessing if a program or policy is
reasonable, prudent, and in the public interest?
subset of comments related to metrics, data requirements, and
reporting; some overlap with work group #1: Frameworks

Rate design pilots that
minimize inequities;
Development of metrics for
considering equitable
distribution of benefits

Identify equity metrics; conduct landscape
assessment of existing policies and
promising policy ideas for addressing
equity in clean energy

Design with flow of benefits (not
just costs) in mind.
Electrification effects on economically
challenged households

Policies requiring data
disclosure on clean energy
investments / participants in
programs and incentives

Metrics for tracking progress

Incorporating energy burden as a metric in
decision making and program design

WAP funding structures, GCDBG,
Green Button

Mandatory ESG reporting and
metrics
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Theme #3: What can we learn from existing best
practices, benchmarking, model policy statements,
etc.? Note overlap with the work group #3: Case Studies and Best Practices
Have other regulatory bodies
adopted common "equity
principles" to guide
decision-making? Are there
standardized or best practice
audit/discovery questions that
cover an "equity analysis"?
What type of benchmarking of
policies/regulatory programs
exists/ what should exist?

How have states with specific EJ and equity
legislation (e.g. Washington, New Jersey)
considered this in policy/regulatory decisions.

Identify equity metrics; conduct
landscape assessment of existing
policies and promising policy ideas for
addressing equity in clean energy
Keep up with US DOE's Equity in Energy
initiatives / Shalanda Baker

Identify equity metrics; conduct landscape
assessment of existing policies and promising
policy ideas for addressing equity in clean energy

Policies that
are actually
working

Summary of clean
energy low-income
activities in each state

Reviewing various state statutes enacted to address energy equity or
environmental equities

What policy approaches work best for ensuring low
income people benefit from clean energy
technologies?

Model policy language for advancing equity that can be easily adapted
to various jurisdictions. Examples of inadvertent policy barriers with
low cost, high reward fixes.

Examine and summarize key attributes of programs /
policies that are working
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Theme #4: How can equity be addressed through
the design of tariffs, rates, and regulatory policies?
Creating a credit support
mechanism, enabling low income
folks to participate in community
solar.

Cost allocation/rate design
(yikes!)

Pricing

Decoupling

Structuring rates equitably

Rate design pilots that minimize
inequities; Development of metrics
for considering equitable
distribution of benefits

How to make tariff-based financing
more common among IOUs

Time of use rates equitable to net
metering rates, low income
households should not bear
equal financial cost as affluent
residents to retire fossil fuel
plants.

Rate design, environmental
clean-up of solar panels lost in
storms

What will regulators allow in bill
collection?

How access to energy/disconnections
can be addressed through terms of
service within tariffs
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Theme #5: How can we do a better job of engaging
low-income and at-risk customers in regulatory and
decision making processes?
Rental community challenges

Reaching beyond the organized
stakeholder groups that engage
regulatory proceedings and
empowering communities to be
represented in PUC proceedings

The regulatory adjudicatory process
works well, but it is not the
appropriate forum for implementing
creative change quickly. How can we
organize diverse voices to act swiftly
and adeptly in navigating societal
changes?

Requiring inclusive collaborative policy development;
equity frameworks for planning and policy development

Equity considerations in IRPs;
equitable stakeholder engagement

Define environmental justice
communities and set goals and
targets

Designing effective and accessible ways for
communities to engage on regulatory proceedings and
rulemakings
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Theme #6: What are the equity implications when
considering integrated resource planning,
generation investments, grid investments, etc. ?
Equity frameworks
for planning

Define environmental
justice communities and
set goals and targets

IRP policies

Efforts to incorporate clean energy
strategies in projects in opportunity zones

Equity considerations in
IRPs; equitable
stakeholder engagement

Achieving
decarbonization and
equity at the same time

Our current approach to storage, which is oriented toward lithium-ion
batteries, mostly serves to island the rich, encouraging the decay of the
common and democratic resources like the grid. We need to rethink
this and focus on collective solutions, such as pumped hydro.

Policies requiring data disclosure
on clean energy investments /
participants in programs and
incentives

Regulatory framework for utilities to engage in
power purchase agreements with community
participation/owned microgrids, solar, and
storage assets
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Theme #7: What funding strategies and structures
are available to help ensure equity for low income
customers during the transition to clean energy?
WAP funding structures,
GCDBG, Green Button
Tax benefits for clean energy
(not credits - breaks!)
Municipal and state recovery for charging
infrastructure

Creating a credit support
mechanism, enabling low
income folks to participate in
community solar

Funding for weatherization
PAYS® Tariffs
and Legislation

Energy Consumption Limits
and associated Fees/Tax
Efforts to incorporate clean energy
strategies in projects in opportunity zones
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Poll # 4
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Poll # 5 - Submit answers in the group chat
Consider the top ranked issue: what are the open
questions that should be addressed?
•

This is an open-ended question for the group

•

We will capture and analyze your feedback
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Poll # 6 - Submit answers in the group chat
Consider the second ranked issue: what are the open
questions that should be addressed?
•

This is an open-ended question for the group

•

We will capture and analyze your feedback
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Poll # 7 - Submit answers in the group chat
Please provide any additional comments you have
regarding the scope of this work group and/or priority
issues to address
•

This is an open-ended question for the group

•

We will capture and analyze your feedback
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Looking forward
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Next steps
•

Input provided today will be used to develop a workplan for
this group over the coming months.

•

Watch for invitations to future meetings.

•

Feel free to contact Irene Dimitry if you have ideas on how
to make this process more valuable for ECEE work group
members. Contact info at the end of this presentation.

•

To find a copy of this presentation (See ECEE microsite:
www.eceecollaborative.com)

•

Share your case studies to help others learn and succeed. A
template for submitting materials for review and possible
publication on the ECEE microsite will be emailed shortly.
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Contact(s)
Irene Dimitry
irenedimitry@gmail.com
313-682-4339
DEFG is a customer insights and advisory
firm in the utility space. Through
collaborative research, data analysis and
peer-to-peer networking, we help our
clients achieve ways to better serve their
customers.
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